Introduction

The role of engineer in civil engineering projects has changed from times to times throughout the years [1]. Recent studies (e.g. Hansen, Lee, [2,1]) consider that engineers are all-round professionals who can apply special skills and knowledge to make civil engineering works into practice, including advising clients on selection of suitable designs, materials and construction methods and in charge of master program to collaborate work with other professionals. Although the duties of engineers may vary project from project due to the project specific nature, several standard forms of contract (including the Institution of Civil Engineers' Conditions of Contract (7th Edition, UK) and the General Conditions of Contract for Civil Engineering Works [3]) point out that the Engineer is also responsible for drawing up the construction contract of the project, impartially interpreting contract documents and administers the terms of that contract formed between the employer and the contractor. Engineer involvement in cost management aspect in civil engineering project includes preparation of subsidiary estimates and budget estimates, issuing detailed drawings and design, approving materials and workmanship, measuring up and issuing certificates, issuing extra-works orders and variation orders [1]. However, there is no detail for describing how project cost management is carried out and engineers may require additional training in doing the job comprehensively.

Cost management

According to PMI [4], cost management literally means cost planning and cost control while cost planning is carried out at the pre-contract stage and cost control at the post contract stage or the construction stage. Cost planning refers to three processes, namely cost estimating, cost budgeting and cost check. In building contracts, quantity surveyors generally involve in contract management and cost management. This includes pricing and preparing the tender documents, and provision of post-contract administration service, while risk analysis is conducted to determine the risks attaching to the bonds, warranties, insurances and guarantees covered by the contract [5]. In the post-contract stage, quantity surveyors’ consultancy service is provided in contract management with respect to the assessment of variation orders and contractual claims, and the preparation of the final account. It is noted that these contractual duties are related to the cost aspects arising from the contractual issues. From a quantity surveying perspective, the cost management functions in civil engineering project can be viewed at the two stages mentioned above. At the pre-contract stage (pre-tendering), a preliminary estimate or forecast is established with the provision of the feasibility study / conceptual design which may later lead to the preparation of the tender document. At the post-contract stage, the cost management function is mainly vested in cost control. Since contingency reserve is usually allowed in the tender/contract for unforeseeable events or variation orders based on the monetary representation of the likely risks, close monitoring of the liquidated capital is also a demanding job.

According to a research carried out by the author Lau [6], the three factors considered highly influencing project costs are: contract management factor, economic and financial factor and, project issue factor. The contract management factor contains items that are considered to be related to the administration of the clause that stated in the construction contract. The elements include valuation of variation, assessment of claims, re-measurement of the provisional quantities etc. The economic and financial factor comprises items that are difficult to control by the construction parties but can have a huge impact on the project costs. Examples of the items in the economic and financial factor include inflation rate and exchange rate. The project issue factor contains items that are related to a particular project such as the contract type, program and site conditions of the project.

Two significant findings are noted in this research study Lau [6]:

1. The “market conditions”, “inflation rate” and “claim assessment” are high cost impact items in civil engineering projects;
2. Project delay, project design and costing issues are the risks that frequently exist and have cost impact in civil engineering projects.

This finding echoes a recent study by Olawale and Sun [7] which has suggested that project delay and design changes are important factors inhibiting the ability of industrial practitioners in controlling the project cost. It is considered that the usual tight schedule allowable for project development has often made the design immature before tender invitation. This in turn results in numerous variation orders at the post-contract stage. Moreover, disputes may arise about the variation order if the change is a design change or a design development of which time and cost compensation is not provided [7].

To summarize the results of the study, it is found that “external factors” and “contractor capability” have significant influence on the cost management aspects in civil engineering projects. It is
also found that the effect of “project issue factor” on project cost is significantly influenced by the cost management aspects. Thus it is considered that attention should be paid to the cost management aspects and cost risks so as to sustain better cost control in civil engineering projects. To conclude, there should be an independent consultant monitoring the cost management aspects of civil engineering projects or to have engineers trained with quantity surveying skills together with financial and economic knowledge as to embrace the multi-faceted cost impacts on civil engineering projects [8,9].
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